
Sterlite is a certified Oracle 
Gold partner and an SBA 8a 
Certified Minority business. 

 

“Sterlite built our solution 
supporting 3 lines of business and 
distinctive product lines. Their 
solution is supporting the 
functionality our previous vendor 
was unable to provide and this 
solution saves us on average 
$100,000 weekly.” 

J.T. 

“The Sterlite delivery team is the 
brain power on our largest most 
critical ATG implementations 
globally. “ 

J.M. 

“As one of only 2 global training 
partners Sterlite can provide the 
scale and depth needed. “ 

“Sterlite’s’ cost to deliver our ATG 
Solution was nearly 30% lower 
than our previous vendor.  They 
also provided functionality in 30 
days which our previous vendor 
could not perform in 90 days.  

We found their knowledge and 
productivity in migrating data and 
integration our other enterprise 
applications with Oracle ATG to 
be key in driving out cost and 
improving customer satisfaction.” 

G.C. 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Delivering unrivaled value with  

Oracle Web Commerce Solutions 
Assessments 
Sterlite has over a decade of experience with the Oracle Commerce platform, which 
includes ATG and Endeca. We understand their capabilities and limitations and 
continually perform assessments for our customer partners that include:  

 Out of the box product opportunity and requirements match. 
 Customer customization assessment. 
 Product modification assessment. 
 Implementation roadmap and priority. 
 Accurate budget forecasting. 

 
Legacy Migrations and Accelerators  
Moving data into your Oracle Web Commerce platform. 
 
Sterlite has performed migrations supporting several technical and business needs such 
as maintaining consistent data. We have mapped dozens of systems to migrate data 
into the Oracle Web Commerce platform. Migrations and/or accelerators exist for: 

 Clarify 
 LDAP 
 Custom applications .NET 
 Custom applications J2EE 
 XML 
 Excell 

  
 
Integration Services 
Sterlite knows the Oracle Web Commerce platform and whether it’s integrations to 
CRM, ERP, Logistics or other Enterprise Software or Custom systems. Integration is an 
integral component of having your Web Commerce platform deliver value, save cost 
and improve the sales and customer experience. Our integration capabilities are deep 
and broad and include: SAP and Oracle ERP as well as other Enterprise software 
applications such as Adobe CQ5. 
 
 

 

  

 

Oracle WebCommerce Suite Solutions 

 



 

 

 
 
Advanced Security Capabilities 
Sterlite is experienced with helping Business to Government (BtoG) and regulated industries support and provide self-services and 
Web Commerce solutions to their customers with required advanced security needs. Security is one of our  core competency and 
solution areas, we have been able to apply Web Commerce solutions out of the Oracle platform, where traditional approaches for 
special security needs were crude and customized silos. Our approach allows for a platform which also services other enterprise 
needs to be shared and secured. 
 
Managed Infrastructure 
Sterlite understands that the Web Commerce platform is mission critical and impacts your business overall. Experience matters in 
delivering a complete solution for your business. Our proven experience and proven partnered approach in managing the core 
components that keep your Web Commerce systems available scalable, performing, and resilient to technology failures combines the 
best in industry platform with the best in the industry secure managed systems and infrastructure talents. 
 
Application Day 2 Services 
Sterlite provides services which help customers manage and maintain applications and their data. Items like administration of catalog 
releases, version management, content administration and data management; all of which can often be a challenge for mid-sized 
companies. Sterlite’s local and global delivery capabilities ensure not just a successful launch for your Web Commerce site but a 
successful life for weeks, months and years with cost-effective value. 
 
Creative Services 
Sterlite has proven partnerships with leaders in the creative and media services areas. We can leverage these partnerships and 
working frameworks or we can work with your existing creative services firm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


